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Welcome to Next5’s weekly digest – emerging technology news and 
analysis to keep you on your game and ready for what’s Next 

 

 

 
 

 
This week’s Monitor features the latest on Richard Branson’s Galactic 

space flight, President Biden’s competition order, an overview of working 
models and prototypes of AI with sensory abilities, the launching of a 6G 
research center, NASA’s plans for Mars helicopters, a machine learning 
algorithm for the biotech industry, innovations in skin-grafting for burn 

victims, the production of a special quantum computer, and opportunistic 
criminals exploiting the global chip shortage. 
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DIGITALIZATION 
 
→ President Biden’s new competition EO targets big tech companies in ways that could 
fundamentally alter how they do business. But it could take years to put its ideas into action. 
A core piece of the order is to encourage regulatory agencies such as the FTC to adopt new 
rules and policies to rein in big tech companies such as Amazon, Google, and Facebook. Some 
have criticized elements of the EO saying that prohibiting acquisitions would dry up venture 
capital, harm entrepreneurs and small businesses and make the U.S. economy less 
competitive. One of the most far-reaching parts of the order encourages the FTC to establish 

new rules on online surveillance 
and the accumulation of users’ 
data, potentially having significant 
effects on all the big platform 
companies. The order also pushes 
the FTC to establish rules barring 
unfair methods of competition on 
internet marketplaces. The White 
House said that companies that run 
retail marketplaces “can see how 
small businesses’ products sell and 
then use the data to launch their 
own competing products,” and can 
also “display their own copycat 
products more prominently than the 
small businesses’ products.” Others 
argue the order’s provisions could 
discourage innovation and harm 
consumers. #DIG #USA WSJ 

 

 
→ ByteDance, the Chinese owner of TikTok, halted its plans to list offshore earlier this 
year after Chinese government officials told the company to focus on addressing data-
security risks. The Beijing-based social-media giant, last valued at $180B in December, had 
been weighing an IPO in the U.S. or Hong Kong. But the company’s founder, Zhang Yiming, 
decided it would be wiser to put the plans on hold in late March given China’s political and 
regulatory environment. On Tuesday, China said it would tighten oversight of offshore listings. 
The securities regulator is drafting rules that could require offshore registered companies to 
seek regulatory approval before selling shares in foreign markets, with the Cyberspace 
Administration leading interagency scrutiny into IPO candidates, allegedly to ensure their plans 
don’t risk national security. Previously, Chinese companies didn’t typically need the Cyberspace 
Administration’s permission to list overseas. But toward the end of 2020, as U.S.-China tensions 
deepened, it began requiring some technology companies to inform it about possible overseas 
listings and seek informal approval. ByteDance’s cautious approach contrasts with that of 
Chinese ride-hailing giant Didi, who pressed ahead with listing plans in the U.S. despite 
suggestions from the Cyberspace Administration not to, amid concerns that some of its data 
could fall into foreign hands. And as we previously reported, Didi is now undergoing 
investigation by the Chinese cyber regulator and has been barred from adding any new users 
on its apps since its IPO. #DIG #CHN #Geopolitics WSJ 
 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/president-bidens-executive-order-opens-new-front-in-battle-with-big-tech-11625909401?mod=hp_lead_pos1
https://www.wsj.com/articles/bytedance-shelvedipo-intentions-after-chinese-regulators-warned-about-data-security-11626078000?mod=tech_lead_pos7
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SATELLITES & NAVIGATION 

→ Amazon, in an effort to take on SpaceX, has acquired Facebook’s Satellite Internet 
Team. The deal bolsters Amazon’s $10B effort to launch 3,236 LEO satellites capable of 
delivering high-speed broadband internet around the globe by 2029, while marking the end of 
Facebook’s ultimately unsuccessful efforts to do the same. The company gained FCC approval 
to operate the network last year and will launch half of its satellites by 2026. Amazon is one of a 
handful of tech companies attempting to use satellites to offer internet connectivity in parts of 
the world where it would be prohibitively expensive to install fixed infrastructure. SpaceX is 
perhaps the most well known, and eventually plans to launch nearly 12,000 satellites into orbit. 
OneWeb is another company making investments in the area, but ran into financial difficulties 
last year when it had to file for bankruptcy protection. #SAT #USA Business Insider The Verge 

→ The ESA plans to launch a tiny cubesat later this year - made of plywood. Plywood is 
prized for its strength, rigidity, and durability, which are great qualities for a spacecraft, but it 
could also be a low cost alternative to traditional satellite materials. Additionally, using plywood 
on satellites launched into LEO could mean that spent satellites would burn up after they lose 
power and begin to fall back to Earth - so the satellite wouldn’t end up adding one more piece to 
the thousands of pieces of space debris orbiting the planet. #SAT #GRN #FIN #EUR NPR 
DefenseOne

 

 
→ A record number of satellites were launched into orbit in 2020, according to the 
Satellite Industry Association’s (SIA) State of the Satellite Industry Report. By the end of 
2020, there were 3,371 satellites orbiting Earth, an increase of 37% from 2019. The commercial 
satellite industry dominates the $371B global space economy, making up $271B, or nearly 73% 
of its revenue. “Increased demand for satellite broadband, remote sensing imagery and other 
services balanced declines in demand for services affected by the pandemic. Thanks to leaps in 
domestic innovation, costs to design, build and deploy satellites decreased while U.S. market 
share in manufacturing and launch services increased,” commented Tom Stoup, president of 
SIA. “Nearly 1,200 satellites were launched during 2020 and that trend continues as the industry 

https://www.businessinsider.in/tech/news/amazon-acquires-facebooks-satellite-internet-team-bolstering-its-efforts-to-compete-with-spacex/articleshow/84395065.cms
https://www.theverge.com/2021/7/14/22576788/amazon-acquires-facebook-satellite-team-project-kuiper
https://www.npr.org/2021/06/17/1007106908/plywood-satellite-wood-woodsat-european-space-agency-esa
https://www.defenseone.com/technology/2021/07/plywood-satellite-cleared-space-launch/183752/
https://www.defenseone.com/technology/2021/07/plywood-satellite-cleared-space-launch/183752/
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has virtually matched that total in the first half of 2021.” Stroup also stated that only the satellite 
industry, as we enter this new decade, can “deliver truly ubiquitous, high quality reliable and 
often critical emergency space-based services that consumer, government and enterprise 
customers, demand and require both at home and around the world.” #SAT #USA Satellite 
Today 

→ The Missile Defense Agency confirmed deployment of cubesats launched by Virgin 
Orbit. MDA’s cubesats were two of seven government and commercial payloads launched in 
Virgin Orbit’s second operational mission. Two Missile Defense Agency cubesats launched 
June 30 aboard Virgin Orbit’s LauncherOne successfully began communicating with ground 
stations last week, the agency announced July 12. The satellites are the first of a series of 
network communications experiments planned by MDA to demonstrate mesh networking in 
space and satellite-to-ground links. The cubesats will mimic two suborbital missile interceptor 
vehicles and test communications between them. MDA said in a news release that transmitting 
data between interceptors, sensors and communication systems was “critical to a missile 
defense architecture that must quickly identify, track, and destroy incoming enemy missiles 
before they reach their targets.” #SAT SpaceNews 
 

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 
 
→ With help from artificial intelligence and special 
sensors, next-generation robots will be able to perform 
tasks ranging from understanding speech in a noisy 
environment to sniffing out phony wine. Below are 10 

working models and prototypes of AI with sensory abilities: 
 

1. Seeing clearly: Most robots “see” the world by emitting 
beams of IR light, which aren’t good at detecting 
transparent objects. Engineers at Carnegie Mellon are 
combining these sensors with color cameras that can 
pick out red, green or blue tinges around the edges of 
glasses or plastic cups. 

2. Imagination: Software maker OpenAI has developed an 
AI-powered application, dubbed DALL-E, that can 
generate images of fanciful scenes from text typed in by 
users.  

3. Hearing things: Carnegie Mellon researchers recorded 
more than 15,000 different sounds produced by 60 household objects. After the 
digitized data was fed into a machine-learning model, the trained system became so 
familiar with each sound it correctly identified unseen objects about 75% of the time.  

4. A voice in the crowd: Neural networks are being trained to distinguish between voices 
and noise, or to separate multiple voices to focus on a main speaker—both useful 
abilities in crowded rooms or busy streets.  

5. Passing the sniff test: Aryballe, an AI software startup based in France, combines 
biosensors and machine learning to imitate the process our brains use to identify and 
differentiate between odors. 

6. Stop and smell the roses: Researchers at UC, Riverside, are using a machine-
learning system to predict how people would react to a fragrance before they smell it. 

7. Your cup of tea? (Identifying a liquid): A pocket-size device called a Hypertaste, 
developed by IBM, can “fingerprint” a liquid by capturing its molecular makeup. 

8. A tasty database: Gastrograph AI, created by Analytical Flavor Systems Inc., is a self-
learning platform that aims to predict how people will react to new food products. 

https://www.satellitetoday.com/business/2021/07/12/sia-report-highlights-record-breaking-number-of-satellites-launched-in-2020/
https://www.satellitetoday.com/business/2021/07/12/sia-report-highlights-record-breaking-number-of-satellites-launched-in-2020/
https://spacenews.com/missile-defense-agency-confirms-deployment-of-cubesats-launched-by-virgin-orbit/
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9. All the feels: GelSight, a technology developed at MIT, outfits robotic arms with a 
small gel pad that can be pressed into objects to gauge their texture and shape. 

10. The human touch: MIT researchers are working to bridge the gap between touch and 
sight by training an AI system to predict what a seen object feels like and what a felt 
object looks like. #AI  WSJ 

 

NEXT GENERATION COMMUNICATIONS 
 
→ The University of Texas at Austin is launching a 6G research center with the support 
of major wireless industry players, including AT&T, Samsung, and Qualcomm. Advanced 
sensing, location, machine learning capabilities, and use of terahertz spectrum are a few of the 
key aspects the research center is focused on for 6G. The handful of founding companies have 
each agreed to fund at least two research projects at the center, called 6G@UT, for three years. 
In addition to funding, they’ll also contribute expertise, working with UT researchers, faculty and 
students to develop foundational technologies for 6G, including wireless-specific machine 
learning algorithms, advanced sensing, and core networking technologies. And research on 
LEO satellite links for better coverage in rural and urban areas, as well as architectures for 
improved infrastructure sharing, are other areas of focus for 6G@UT. #5G #USA Fierce 
Wireless 
 
→ FCC voted to finalize a program to replace Huawei equipment in U.S networks. The 
U.S. Federal Communications Commission (FCC) voted unanimously on Tuesday to finalize a 
$1.9 billion program to reimburse mostly rural U.S. carriers for removing equipment from 
telecommunications networks from Chinese companies deemed national security threats like 
Huawei and ZTE. Last year, the FCC designated Huawei and ZTE as national security threats 
to communications networks - a declaration that barred U.S. firms from tapping an $8.3B 
government fund to purchase equipment from the companies. The FCC in December adopted 
rules requiring carriers with ZTE or Huawei equipment to "rip and replace" that equipment. 
"There is a serious risk that this equipment may be manipulated, disrupted or controlled by 
foreign actors," Acting FCC Chairwoman Jessica Rosenworcel said. The issue is a big one for 
rural carriers that face high costs and difficulty finding workers to remove and replace 
equipment. #5G #USA #CHN #Geopolitics Reuters 
 

FINANCIAL TECHNOLOGY  

→ Mastercard and Verizon announced Tuesday plans for a partnership that would 
facilitate 5G contactless payments for consumers and small- and medium-sized 
businesses. By 2023, the two companies hope to create a fully touchless retail experience by 
using smartphones, smartwatches and other personal devices as points of sale. This service 
can potentially level the playing field for small- and mid-sized retailers who, unlike larger 
businesses, lack resources in contactless payment solutions. With contactless payments 
expected to be used by more than half of U.S. smartphone users by 2025, the Mastercard-
Verizon partnership will aim to help the fintech, banking, and payments industries innovate for 
the future. 5G capabilities would give retailers access to lower latency, greater bandwidth and 
security capabilities, and streamlined data rates 10 to 100 times faster than 4G. #FIN #5G 
#USA  Benzinga 

→ Government regulation and action around the world appear to be the reasons 
cryptocurrencies are going down. UK authorities announced a "significant" operation to seize 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/how-computers-with-humanlike-senses-will-change-our-lives-11625760066?mod=tech_lista_pos4
https://www.fiercewireless.com/tech/at-t-samsung-qualcomm-help-launch-6g-research-center-at-university-texas
https://www.fiercewireless.com/tech/at-t-samsung-qualcomm-help-launch-6g-research-center-at-university-texas
https://www.reuters.com/business/media-telecom/fcc-votes-finalize-program-replace-huawei-equipment-us-networks-2021-07-13/
https://www.benzinga.com/news/21/07/21961067/verizon-mastercard-partnering-on-5g-contactless-payment
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what they called laundered "proceeds of crime" in the form of cryptocurrency. In what has been 
referred to as Britain’s largest-ever seizure of cryptocurrency - and one of the biggest seizures 
anywhere, ever - London's Metropolitan Police confiscated $249M worth of crypto allegedly 
linked to international money-laundering operations. The fact that police forces around the world 
are working to trace these funds suggests that crypto's untraceability and anonymity -- two big 
reasons why cryptocurrency got popular in the first place -- are now no longer assured. 
Meanwhile, in South Korea, a law passed in March will require cryptocurrency exchanges to 
"partner with banks" and obtain a "security certificate" from the government if they want to keep 
doing business. The more regulations governments pile onto crypto, the less attractive it might 
be to users -- and the more expensive it will become. #FIN #GBR #KOR The Motley Fool  

→ Here are five things that happened in crypto last week. Sen. Elizabeth Warren set a 
deadline of July 28 for the SEC to respond to questions on crypto regulation, while Jack Dorsey 
confirmed that Square is creating a bitcoin hardware wallet. Also, the SEC charged three people 
with insider trading ahead of Long Island Iced Tea’s rebranding to Long Blockchain in 2017. 
And, TikTok banned influencers from promoting financial services and products on its social 
media platform, to include “branded content including loans and credit cards, cryptocurrency, 
pyramid schemes and get rich quick schemes. Finally, On Friday, a 101.38-carat pear-shaped 
diamond was sold at Sotheby’s for $12.3M in an undisclosed cryptocurrency. #FIN  CNBC 

 

AEROSPACE & SPACE 
 
→ Last weekend,Virgin Galactic founder Branson and five others flew to the edge of 
space on a commercial suborbital vehicle in the culmination of an effort that started 
nearly 17 years ago. The SpaceShipTwo vehicle, named VSS Unity, took off from Spaceport 
America in the southern New Mexico desert at 10:40 a.m. Eastern, attached to its 
WhiteKnightTwo aircraft. The vehicles flew to an altitude of about 13,700 meters before 
WhiteKnightTwo released Unity at 11:25 a.m. Eastern. Unity then ignited its hybrid rocket motor 
for a burn lasting 60 seconds. The suborbital spaceplane flew to an altitude of 85.9 kilometers, 
then glided back to Earth, landing on the runway at the spaceport at 11:38 a.m. Eastern to 
complete what the company called the “Unity 22” mission. #GBR #AER SpaceNews 
 
→ The European Space Agency has resumed tests of the parachutes for its ExoMars 
lander, a system whose problems contributed to a two-year delay in the mission’s 
launch. ESA conducted two high-altitude drop tests using balloons flown from Kiruna, Sweden, 
in late June. Those tests were designed to see if the parachutes could be extracted from their 
containers and deployed in atmospheric conditions similar to those found on Mars. ExoMars 
uses two main parachutes, each with a smaller “pilot” parachute used as part of the extraction 
process. One parachute, 15 meters in diameter, will be deployed while the ExoMars entry 
vehicle is traveling at supersonic speeds. Once the vehicle slows to subsonic speeds, it 
releases that parachute and deploys a 35-meter parachute. Another round of parachute drop 
tests, two of each parachute, is scheduled for late this year in Oregon. #AER SpaceNews 

→ NASA is mapping out plans for bigger, more capable Mars helicopters. Given the highly 
successful and ongoing flights of NASA's Ingenuity Mars helicopter, engineers are turning their 
attention to future aerial craft for the Red Planet. One concept is the Mars Science Helicopter, 
advocated as a way to greatly expand the exploration zone on Mars — including possible deep 
dives into Red Planet caves. #AER #USA  Space.com 

https://www.fool.com/investing/2021/07/13/why-bitcoin-dogecoin-and-ethereum-keep-dropping/
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/07/12/crypto-roundup-jack-dorsey-confirms-square-bitcoin-wallet-tiktok-ban.html
https://spacenews.com/branson-flies-to-edge-of-space-on-spaceshiptwo/
https://spacenews.com/esa-resumes-exomars-parachute-tests/
https://www.space.com/nasa-designing-future-mars-helicopters
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BIOTECHNOLOGY 
 
→ Scientists from The University of Tokyo Institute of Industrial Science have designed a 
machine learning algorithm to predict the size of an individual cell as it grows and 
divides. By using an artificial neural network that does not impose the assumptions commonly 
employed in biology, the computer was able to make more complex and accurate forecasts than 
previously possible. Biologists have developed mathematical models to help fit data and make 
predictions about the future. But the inherent complexities of living systems often mean that 
many of these equations rely on simplifying assumptions that do not always reflect the actual 
underlying biological processes. This work in computer-assisted biology may help advance the 
field of quantitative biology as well as improve the industrial production of medications or 
fermented products. This method may also extend to other areas of biology beyond predicting 
cell size. In the future, life science may be driven more by objective artificial intelligence than 
human models, resulting in a greater efficiency in the control of microorganisms we use to 
ferment products and produce drugs. #BIO #AI #JPN Science Daily 
 
→ The ‘DenvoCast’ machine grows new skin for burn victims by turning a small piece of 
a patient’s skin into a graft up to 100 times larger. The machine improves on traditional skin 
graft technology which fails to prevent scarring that limits a patient’s movement and growth. 
DenvoCast alleviates the need for additional surgery, and can create skin comprised of both 
upper and lower layers. This technology can potentially bolster the effort to treat the 
approximately 11M burn victims a year, while bringing down the cost of treatment for the 70% of 
victims living in low or middle-income countries. #BIO #MFG WEF 
 

GREEN TECHNOLOGY  

→ The European Union and China presented plans to limit greenhouse-gas emissions 
that will increase costs for industry and consumers. The moves show a new urgency to 
regulate emissions in two of the world’s biggest economies. The package of legislation, drafted 
by the European Commission, calls for a massive shift by companies and households to cleaner 
technologies such as wind turbines, solar power and electric vehicles—including a requirement 
for the share of renewable sources in Europe’s energy mix to rise to 40% in 2030 from 20% 
currently. The commission’s plan, dubbed the European Green Deal, aims to achieve the bloc’s 
most recent commitment under the Paris Climate Agreement, the 2015 accord that calls for 
countries to limit global warming to close to 1.5 degrees Celsius above pre-industrial levels. 
China plans this week to launch its national emissions-trading program, establishing the world’s 
largest carbon market. This will put a price on the greenhouse gases generated by industry, 
increasing the cost of products with the intent of promoting efficiency and cutting emissions. 
Currently, the trading program will involve 2,225 companies in the power sector, but will expand 
to cement, aluminum, and steel sectors next year. Meanwhile, In the U.S., Senate Democrats 
are proposing polluter import fees, without providing details, as part of their $3.5T climate, 
antipoverty, and education framework backed by President Biden. #GRN #CHN #USA WSJ 

→ Existing technology can support heavy-duty electric trucks that travel short distances, 
though longer trips are still a challenge. Globally, heavy-duty vehicles, including trucks and 
buses, make up about 10% of all motor vehicles but produce around half of all carbon dioxide 
emissions and over 70% of particulate pollution from vehicles worldwide. However, researchers 
weren’t sure if the grid could handle many electric trucks simultaneously charging in one place. 
Unlike electric cars, which have relatively low power requirements and would be distributed 

https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2021/07/210709104218.htm
https://www.weforum.org/videos/23187-this-machine-grows-new-skin-for-burn-patients
https://www.wsj.com/articles/eu-to-propose-sweeping-economic-plan-to-combat-climate-change-11626251377?mod=hp_lead_pos1
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through neighborhoods, fleets of electric trucks might strain electricity distribution systems. 
Electricity distribution relies on substations that serve small areas, usually around a few square 
miles (although this varies widely depending on population density). If one area suddenly 
outstrips a substation’s capacity, it could cause an outage. Accommodating more electric trucks 
without triggering that problem might require major upgrades, which could be costly and take 
months or even years to carry out. Researchers modeled substation requirements using data 
from real-world diesel delivery fleets. The team took into account how far the trucks drove and 
how long they spent at their home base to estimate the charging needs of an electric fleet. They 
found that about 80-90% of the substations they studied were capable of accommodating fleets 
of up to 100 trucks without requiring significant upgrades. And if fleets manage their charging by 
choosing slower speeds to avoid stressing the grid, even fewer substations would need 
upgrades. #GRN MIT Technology Review 
 
→ United’s venture fund and Mesa Air Group are investing in Heart Aerospace, a 
Swedish company developing a 19-seat electric aircraft. Tuesday’s deal is the latest in a 
series of bets on new aircraft concepts yet to be tested but that United said could help reduce 
carbon emissions. Each airline has agreed to order 100 planes, as long as the final product 
meets the airlines’ specifications. United and Mesa have previously announced plans to invest 
in Archer Aviation, a California-based company that is developing an electric flying taxi, and to 
purchase as many as 200 of those aircraft. United has also announced plans to buy 15 new 
supersonic jetliners being developed by Boom Technology. None of these new aircraft have 
flown yet, and it will be years before any of them carry passengers. The companies said they 
expect the new plane, known as the ES-19, to begin service by 2026. They envision using the 
plane on short trips, such as Modesto to San Francisco. United said there are over 100 routes in 
its network where the ES-19 could operate within the plane’s 250-mile range. #GRN WSJ 
 

ADVANCED MANUFACTURING  
 
→ 3D Systems introduced the first material for 
long-term use production parts manufactured with 
stereolithography. The company says the availability 
of production-grade acrylate resin – called Accura AMX 
Rigid Black - is a technological breakthrough. Designed 
for use with the company’s stereolithography (SLA) 
technology, this tough material is the first to produce 
large-scale additively manufactured parts with 
exceptional resolution, accuracy, and surface quality 
capable of withstanding the rigors of long-term 
mechanical use. As part of a complete 3D Systems 
additive manufacturing solution – comprising Accura AMX Rigid Black, the company’s SLA 3D 
printing technology, 3D Sprint, and application engineering services – customers in markets 
such as automotive & motorsports, consumer goods, service bureaus, and contract 
manufacturers are able to rapidly address a broad range of production applications. This 
material has been tested for up to eight years of indoor and one and a half years of outdoor 
mechanical performance, enabling significantly improved part performance and stability. The 
company says the introduction of Accura AMX Rigid Black is poised to address a variety of new 
production applications with additive manufacturing. Toyota Gazoo Racing manufactured this 
automotive grill CNC fixture using 3D Systems’ new Accura AMX Rigid Black – achieving a 

production part with smooth sidewalls & superior isotropic strength. #MFG SME Yahoo  
 

https://www.technologyreview.com/2021/07/09/1028135/electric-trucks-short-distance/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/united-and-mesa-to-buy-electric-planes-for-short-trips-11626174001?mod=tech_lead_pos4
https://www.sme.org/technologies/articles/2021/july/3d--systems-introduces-new-material/
https://www.yahoo.com/now/3d-systems-introduces-first-material-123000462.html
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→ 3D printing specialist, Relativity Space is building a second factory to 3D print rockets, 
which will also serve as its new headquarters. The company, which raised $1.2B in capital 
over the past 8 months expects to start construction in January 2022. The company is focused 
on using 3D printing to build rockets, a process that it says requires thousands less parts and 
can be done in less than 60 days due to a simplified supply chain. #MFG #AER #SAT #USA 
CNBC  
 

AUTONOMOUS SYSTEMS 
→ Tesla began sending out over-the-air software updates for its long-awaited “Full Self-
Driving” beta version 9, the definitely-not-autonomous-but-certainly-advanced driver 
assistance system. The software update began uploading last Friday night, giving thousands 
of Tesla owners who have purchased the FSD option access to the feature, which enables 
drivers to use many of Autopilot’s advanced driver-assist features on local, non-highway streets. 
Autopilot is considered a Level 2 “partially automated” system by the Society of Automotive 
Engineers’ standards (and by Tesla’s lawyers), which requires that drivers keep their hands on 
the wheel and eyes on the road. As we previously reported: Since Tesla introduced Autopilot in 
2015, there have been at least 11 deaths in 9 crashes in the US that involved the driver 
assistance system. Internationally, there have been at least another nine deaths in seven 
additional crashes. Meanwhile, the US government is requiring that car companies report 
crashes involving autonomous vehicles or advanced driver assist systems, often within a day of 
the incident. It was a major change that signals a tougher stance on these partially automated 
systems by regulators. #AUT The Verge 
 

SEMICONDUCTORS & CHIPS 
 
→ Tsinghua Unigroup, a key player in China’s push for self-reliance in semiconductors, 
said Friday that one of its creditors has asked a court to begin bankruptcy proceedings 
for the group. The state-backed chip maker said it had received a notice from a Beijing court 
saying that Huishang Bank, a Hong Kong-listed bank, requesting the court to start bankruptcy 
and reorganization proceedings, on the grounds that it has failed to repay its debts, according to 
a Unigroup filing to the Shanghai Stock Exchange. #CHP #CHN #HKG WSJ 
 

QUANTUM TECHNOLOGY 

→ A team of physicists from the Harvard-MIT Center for Ultracold Atoms and other 
universities has developed a special quantum computer known as a programmable 
quantum simulator. The computer is capable of operating with 256 quantum bits, or “qubits.” 
The system marks a major step toward building large-scale quantum machines that could be 
used to shed light on a host of complex quantum processes. It may eventually help bring about 
real-world breakthroughs in material science, communication technologies, finance, and many 
other fields, overcoming research hurdles that are beyond the capabilities of even the fastest 
supercomputers today. Already, the simulator has allowed researchers to observe several 
exotic quantum states of matter that had never before been realized experimentally, and to 
perform a quantum phase transition study so precise that it serves as the textbook example of 
how magnetism works at the quantum level. The researchers are currently working to improve 
the system by improving laser control over qubits and making the system more programmable. 
They are also actively exploring how the system can be used for new applications, ranging from 

https://www.cnbc.com/2021/06/30/relativity-space-adds-second-factory-to-3d-print-reusable-rockets.html
https://www.theverge.com/2021/7/10/22570081/tesla-fsd-v9-beta-autopilot-update
https://www.wsj.com/articles/chinese-chip-maker-says-creditor-seeks-its-bankruptcy-11625867530
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probing exotic forms of quantum matter to solving challenging real-world problems that can be 

naturally encoded on the qubits. #QNT Scitech Daily 

→ Terra Quantum AG, one of Europe‘s leading Quantum technology pioneers,
announced that a global quantum communication line, 100 percent protected from
hackers, is a step closer to reality. Terra Quantum researchers have shown the theoretical
ability to distribute quantum keys over a distance of more than 40,000 kilometers, or the rough
circumference of planet Earth. Quantum Key Distribution (QKD) is the concept on which
theoretically “hacker-proof” communication lines will be built. QKD promises unconditional
security of data communication and has widespread commercial application, across banking,
government communication, and consumer technology. Markus Pflitsch, founder and CEO of
Terra Quantum said, “Until now, QKD had a critical limitation: distance. The greater the distance
a signal travels, the more data leaks. This creates an opportunity for hackers to extract data.
Terra Quantum has created a superfast, 1 GB per second quantum key distribution... Such a
speed enables the usage of one-time pad encryption protocols, which are proven to be
unhackable.” #QNT The Quantum Daily

→ Last week, TQD listed the top 18 research institutions in quantum, many of which are
based in the US with one in Japan and a handful in China and Europe. Based on data gathered
from Microsoft Academic, the following universities and institutions are most consistently
producing research papers, conference presentations, and other forms of academic output in
the quantum arena:  #QNT #USA #DEU #JPN #CHN TQD

1. IBM 🇺🇸
2. MIT 🇺🇸
3. Harvard 🇺🇸
4. Max Planck Society 🇩🇪
5. University of Chicago 🇺🇸
6. Chinese Academy of Sciences 🇨🇳
7. University of California Berkeley 🇺🇸
8. University of Maryland 🇺🇸
9. Princeton 🇺🇸
10. Google 🇺🇸
11. University of Tokyo 🇯🇵
12. University of S&T of China 🇨🇳
13. University of Washington 🇺🇸
14. University of Oxford 🇬🇧
15. Duke 🇺🇸
16. NIST 🇺🇸
17. Stanford 🇺🇸
18. California Institute of Technology 🇺🇸

GEOPOLITICS 

→ Last week, the US blacklisted 23 Chinese entities over connections to the military or
human rights abuses, and this week it released an advisory warning US businesses
about doing work in Xinjiang. The US also this past week released an official advisory to
businesses urging them not to operate in Xinjiang, saying businesses and individuals there are
linked to reports of abuses against Uighers. China’s Foreign Ministry reacted to the notice by
saying it opposes the US action and considers it an interference in China’s internal affairs.
Further reporting indicates that the US government is expected to release a separate advisory

https://scitechdaily.com/harvard-mit-quantum-computing-breakthrough-we-are-entering-a-completely-new-part-of-the-quantum-world/
https://thequantumdaily.com/2021/07/09/terra-quantum-study-shows-possibility-of-global-quantum-network/
https://thequantumdaily.com/2021/07/07/the-top-18-research-institutions-leading-the-recent-surge-of-quantum-computing-investigations/
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to US businesses this week, warning them of risks associated with working in Hong Kong. 
#Geopolitics #USA #CHN Reuters South China Morning Post Reuters Bloomberg 
 
→ A former Treasury official working in the Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) has 
registered as a foreign agent of Hikvision. Peter Kucik joined Mercury Public Affairs on a 
team that represents Hikvision’s US subsidiary after serving for seven years in the Agency 
which oversees US sanctions. Hikvision is a Chinese video surveillance company that has been 
accused of helping the communist government monitor Muslim minorities. The same team 
includes several other former US officials including former Senators David Vitter & Barbara 
Boxer and former Congressman Toby Moffet. Early last month, the Biden administration sought 
to put such restrictions on more solid legal footing by banning American investment in Chinese 
companies with ties to the military or that operate in the defense or surveillance technology 
sectors. It also transferred enforcement of the policy and responsibility for identifying companies 
subject to the ban to OFAC, potentially easing the path to new sanctions. #Geopolitics #CHN 
#USA Politico  
 

CYBERSECURITY 

 
→ China’s Ministry of Industry and Information released a draft of a three-year plan to 
develop the country’s cyber-security industry. The draft comes as Chinese authorities step 
up efforts to draft regulations to better govern data storage, data transfer, and personal data 
privacy. Over the weekend, the Cyberspace Administration of China proposed draft rules calling 
for all data-rich tech companies with over 1M users to undergo security reviews before listing 
overseas. This news comes just after Didi came under scrutiny for allegedly violating Chinese 
data privacy laws right after it listed publicly in the US.   #Cybersecurity #CHN Reuters 
 
→ Websites on the dark web used by a criminal hacking group believed to be behind the 
recent massive ransomware attack on software company Kaseya went offline Tuesday. 
The dark websites that went down are used by the hacking group REvil to negotiate payment 
and list victim information. REvil is believed to be based in Russia, and has been linked by the 
FBI to the ransomware attack in May on JBS USA, the nation’s largest beef producer. The more 
recent attack on Kaseya impacted up to 1,500 companies, many of them small businesses. It 
remains unclear what caused the websites to go dark. This news comes shortly after Biden 
publicly urged Putin to do something about ransomware gangs in Russia. #Cybersecurity #USA 
#RUS NYT Reuters The Hill 
 

SUPPLY CHAINS 

→ The global chip shortage has created a gold mine for bad actors. Businesses in need of 
chips are taking supply-chain risks they wouldn’t have considered before, only to find that what 
they buy doesn’t work. Dubious sellers are buying ads on search engines to lure desperate 
buyers. Sales of X-ray machines that can detect fake parts have boomed. It is a quality-control 
crisis created by the world’s scramble to land hard-to-find semiconductors at any cost. Without 
those essential parts makers of products as varied as home appliances and work trucks are 
stuck in neutral as the global economy comes back to life. ERAI - a counterfeit electronics 
database - said it receives new complaints almost everyday and buyers from more than 40 
countries have filed reports with them of wire fraud. The transgressors are generally 
opportunistic criminals. They lure victims through targeted ads on search engines, direct them to 
boastful webpages and then disappear after receiving wire payment. #SCRM WSJ 

https://thecipherbrief.us10.list-manage.com/track/click?u=9775ab595d580738d839f9d01&id=04b7a03680&e=a2607b15f9
https://thecipherbrief.us10.list-manage.com/track/click?u=9775ab595d580738d839f9d01&id=3438f4f5a5&e=a2607b15f9
https://thecipherbrief.us10.list-manage.com/track/click?u=9775ab595d580738d839f9d01&id=bea8539b51&e=a2607b15f9
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-07-13/white-house-to-warn-u-s-companies-about-mounting-hong-kong-risk?cmpid=BBD071321_MKT&utm_medium=email&utm_source=newsletter&utm_term=210713&utm_campaign=marketsasia
https://www.politico.com/newsletters/politico-influence/2021/07/07/embattled-chinese-firms-add-lobbying-help-796354
https://thecipherbrief.us10.list-manage.com/track/click?u=9775ab595d580738d839f9d01&id=ee95f46027&e=a2607b15f9
https://click1.email.thehill.com/ayysrvbzlmmncvcmnyhllnsslbngmbmwwplzvtgmkdmmlk_uhymhncqnshfqfqhqnnp.html
https://www.reuters.com/technology/ransomware-gang-revils-websites-become-unreachable-2021-07-13/
https://thehill.com/policy/cybersecurity/562773-Russian-hacking-group-behind-kaseya-attack-goes-offline
https://www.wsj.com/articles/chip-shortage-has-spawned-a-surplus-of-fraudsters-and-fake-parts-11626255002?mod=djemCFO
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→ Auto makers, whose production has been curtailed by a lack of semiconductors, are 
warning that the shortage won’t be over any time soon. Volkswagen warned that the global 
shortage of semiconductors affecting car production would worsen over the next six months, 
joining a chorus of auto companies that have dialed down their outlook for the rest of the year. 
AlixPartners, a global industry consulting firm, predicted in January that the chip shortage would 
cost global automakers $61B in lost revenue this year. But in May, AlixPartners revised its 
projection upward to $110B. In China, the world’s biggest car market by sales, the chip shortage 
broke an 11-month growth streak in new-car sales. The China Passenger Car Association said 
Thursday that new-car sales in June of 1.58M vehicles were down 5.1% from a year earlier, 
largely due to supply shortages. Volkswagen is currently pursuing a strategy to roll out 
standardized electric-car technology across its brands to build millions of vehicles each year by 
the end of the decade. The company has laid out a plan to build at least six battery factories in 
Europe alone, with additional plants earmarked for China and the U.S. Industry analysts have 
praised the strategy, but warn that auto companies like Volkswagen would soon face a severe 
shortage of battery materials if demand for electric cars accelerates and the companies actually 
ramp up production to meet that demand. #CHP #GRN #SCRM WSJ 

 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/volkswagen-sees-global-chip-shortage-worsening-in-second-half-11625861486?page=1
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